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WWW.NOVOSOFT-US.COM Software for handhelds
(covered by NDA)

Description:
Novosoft team has developed and is maintaining a software
product widely used all over the world. In the course of the
project, the team has acquired strong experience in various
PDA and HPC operating systems, such as Windows CE all
versions, Pocket PC all versions, Handheld 2000, Symbian
(Psion), and Palm OS.
� Novosoft developers have excellent experience in MFC

and API under all the above OSes;
� We work with all types of screens, including plain

screens and touch screens;
� We work with Infrared port, COM port, Network, and all

synchronization types on these devices;
� Our engineers create custom interfaces, non-standard

buttons, toolbars, etc;
� Our solutions support multi-threads where possible;
� Novosoft team has a proprietary optimization know-how

for storage/speed ratio;
� Our portfolio includes complex math algorithms under

PDA Oses, a graphic interface, file management,
Internet software, etc.

Resources involved:
1 Project manager/ Analyst, 1 Analyst/ Architect, 3 Sub team
leaders/ Analysts, 10 developers. Total: 15 members.

Team skills profile:
Solid understanding of Windows CE development and
operation environment.
Experience in
� custom user interface, optimized for use on small and/

or touch screens
� exceptionally smart memory management to utilize

small device RAM
� native CE databases support
� infrared beaming
� printing
� network connectivity

PM skills:
C/C++, HTML, Assembly, VB, Access, DOS, Windows (95/
98/NT/CE), Ratioanl Rose, Lotus Notes & Domino, ActiveX,
JSP/Applets/Servlets, PHP, OLE, Public Key Encryption,
Neural Networks, Genetic Algorithms MFC, OWL
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WWW.NOVOSOFT-US.COM WAP stack
(covered by NDA)

Description:
Our product is a library that includes 100% WAP-compliant
implementation of WAP Protocol Stack (WPS). WAP Stack
is a session-level stack for remote operations between client
and proxy or server.
We implemented the following protocols:
� WSP (Wireless Session Protocol)
� WTP (Wireless Transaction Protocol)
� WTLS (Wireless Transport Layer Security)
The stack is written entirely in C/C++.  The customer has
access to all of the well-documented APIs. The stack can
support any number of sessions through different gateways
simultaneously.
Our customer is successfully using our product in one of
the most popular WAP browser. Our product was chosen
by Agilent Technologies (http://www.agilent.com) out of six
WAP stack implementations as the most compliant to their
requirements.  One of the leading global corporations
providing mobile products and technologies is also showing
interest in our product.  They are currently negotiating with
our customer re-writing the library in pure C.

Resources involved:
2 to 10 on different stages of development.

Team skills profile:
C/C++, Socket API, UDP/IP, TLS/SSL, cryptography: key
exchange, cipher algorithms, digital signatures, ISO OSI
Reference Model.

PM skills:
C/C++, HTML, Java, Java Script, SQL, Delphi, Power Builder
6.0, Windows (95/98/NT), ASP, ActiveX, ColdFusion, CGI,
JSP/Applets/Servlets, ODBC, JDBC, OLE, Windows NT
Server, UDP, TCP/IP, HTTP, FTP, SMTP.
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WWW.NOVOSOFT-US.COM WAP browser
(covered by NDA)

Description:
Novosoft performed design, implementation, testing, and
support of the WML browser. WML browser is a Win32
application that runs on a PC and allows browsing WML
web sites.

Resources involved:
2 to 10 on different stages of development.

Team skills profile:
Platform: Win32; Development language: Object Pascal;
Development environment: Delphi 5.

PM skills:
C/C++, HTML, Java, Java Script, SQL, Delphi, Power Builder
6.0, Windows (95/98/NT), ASP, ActiveX, ColdFusion, CGI,
JSP/Applets/Servlets, ODBC, JDBC, OLE, Windows NT
Server, UDP, TCP/IP, HTTP, FTP, SMTP.
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WWW.NOVOSOFT-US.COM Tools for embedded systems
(covered by NDA)

Customer:
The leading developer of tools for handling protocols and
specific notations used to describe them.  Actual monopolist
in the field.

Description:
The purpose of the project was to develop series of tools to
work with a specific set of peer-to-peer protocols and
notations designed to describe such protocols. The project
included development in C/C++, maintenance, bug-fixing,
implementation of new features, 24/7 real-time support
(including communication with end users), design and
development of new tools, porting the existing applications
to a variety of platforms (mainframes, real-time OS, and
embedded systems).

Resources involved:
The team consists of 1 Project manager, 3 team leaders,
and 24 developers.  The project has been under way for
over 2 years. Three new products have been developed
and deployed since the beginning. The products we have
developed are used by Microsoft, Lucent, Ericsson, Hewlett-
Packard, IBM, LG and many other companies in the industry
(over 40 names altogether!).

Team skills profile:
The project team worked with a great number of OS/CPU
combinations. In the course of the project, we acquired
excellent knowledge of low-level principles of embedded
systems and strong experience in many popular
development systems such as Tornado, Prism, and Diab
Data. The tasks we most frequently performed were porting
of proprietary software to embedded systems (plus related
development and testing) and custom development for
clients’ embedded systems.  In the course of the project,
the team has developed and extensively used a proprietary
tool which exhaustively tested various environments (real-
time OS, embedded systems environments) for their
capabilities like whether it supports certain capabilities of
ANSI C runtime, different memory sizes, signal handling,
I/O methods etc. This tool greatly simplifies development
for various combinations of OS/hardware.
OSes: CadUL, Chorus, EROS, IOS, Kadak, Lynx, Metaware,
Microtec, Micro Itron, Nucleus, OS9, OSE Delta, pSOS, Rex,
Supertask, VxWorks, and a number of custom OSes from
industry leaders all over the world, such as Ericsson, LG,
and Motorola;
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WWW.NOVOSOFT-US.COM

CPUs: all flavors of Motorola’s CPUs (ColdFire, MCF 5272,
PowerPCs, PPC860, PPC603, PPC750, M Core), ARM7
TDMI, ARM9, Geode DX1, Many 8-bit processors (Z8, Z80,
MCSx51, MCSx96, HC6800, HC6811, HC6812, HC6816 (16
bit)), SH3, SH4, Sparc, UltraSPARC, Fujitsu Sparc-lite, Texas
Instruments TX3920, X86, Zilog, and more;
C/C++- runtimes: custom-built gcc, DiabData, Green Hills,
Metaware, Tornado.

PM skills:
C/C++, HTML, Assembly, Java, JavaScript, SQL, Delphi,
Perl, PL/SQL, VB, XML, Shell, MSVC & MFC, DB/2, dBASE
clones, FoxPro, my SQL, Access, Paradox, DOS, Windows
(95/98/NT/2000), Linux, SunOS, UnixWare, SCO Unix, Free
BSD, BSDI, HP-UX, Ratioanl Rose, Lotus Notes & Domino,
ASP, ActiveX, CGI, JSP/Applets/Servlets, ASN.1, COBRA,
ODBC, JDBC, OLE, RMI, Windows NT server, NetWare,
Corel Draw, TCP/IP, HTTP, FTP, POP, IPX/SPX.
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WWW.NOVOSOFT-US.COM GlobalScape’s Programs

Customer:
GlobalSCAPE, Inc. was founded on April 16, 1996 as a
wholly owned subsidiary of American TeleSource
International, Inc. (AMEX: AI). GlobalSCAPE is focused on
development, marketing, distribution and support of leading
Web-based software in a variety of categories.

Description:
GlobalSCAPE Inc. has been Novosoft’s customer since
1998. We started with a relatively small project –
development of a simple HTML editor known as CuteHTML.
The first version of CuteHTML was released in January
1999. Since then GlobalSCAPE used our service to develop
and support all their software, including CuteFTP.
In the beginning of 1999 GlobalSCAPE distributed version
2.8 of CuteFTP. The application was very popular at the
time, but lacked some important features and was slightly
old-fashioned. Therefore, our first goal was to improve user
interface and extend feature set to leave behind numerous
competitors. In June 1999, after several months of our hard
work, GlobalSCAPE released CuteFTP 3.0. The popularity
of the program was growing constantly. Even though during
next year main development efforts were concentrated on
other projects, when version 4.0 of CuteFTP was released
in March 2000, its user base had grown to about 10,000,000
people which is at least 5 times more than user base of old
2.8 version. CuteFTP was included in 10 top downloads of
1999 by www.download.com and is now known as the best
FTP-client in the world.
CuteZIP is a next generation “zip” utility combining music
and file compression. CuteZIP combines CD ripping, MP3
and Windows Media Audio encoding with extensive file
support including standard ZIP, CAB and TAR formats. Users
can now compress files and music, and create self-extracting
executables without juggling multiple applications.
CuteHTML is an advanced HTML editor that allows you to
easily create and edit Web pages. CuteHTML’s robust
features such as right-click Remote Editing with CuteFTP,
Color Coded Tags for easy code identification, Tag Tips for
quick access to standard HTML tags, Global Find and
Replace and Spell Check provide superior Web page
management.
CuteMAP is the most efficient tool for creating clickable
Web images. Its user-friendly interface and unlimited map
elements allow you to easily create complex image maps
for graphic navigation. Combined with CuteHTML, it’s a
complete solution for Web page authoring.
CuteMX is a person-to-person file sharing utility that allows
searching, downloading, and previewing all types of media
files.
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Resources involved:
Novosoft team currently working for GlobalSCAPE consists
of 13 members: Sales Manager/Account Manager, Project
Manager, Analyst, and 10 Developers. We continue to
support and develop new versions of GlobalSCAPE
products.

Team skills profile:
All team members have BS or MS degree in Computer
Science and from 3 to 10 years of professional experience
in the application areas.
Areas of specialization:
� Design and development of desktop applications for MS

Windows 95/98/NT/2000/ME;
� GUI design using all modern interface standards;
� Development of effective server tools running under MS

Windows NT/2000;
� Our people have wide experience in C/C++

programming (especially Visual C++ & MFC);
� Excellent knowledge of WinAPI;
� ActiveX technology and COM interface programming;
� Creation of Windows Shell extensions;
� Network programming, WinSock library, various network

protocols;
� Data base development (MS SQL Server, ODBC);
� Windows DDK;
� Assembly Languages.

PM skills:
C/C++, Fortran, HTML, Assembly, Java, JavaScript, Modula,
Delphi, PL/SQL, TCL, VB, MSVC&MFC, my SQL, Access,
Windows (95/98/NT/2000, CE), DOS, SunOS, Linux,
FreeBSD, Rational Rose, ActiveX, CGI, JSP/Applets/
Servlets, ODBC, OLE, Web Servers, Windows NT Server,
UDP, TCP/IP, FTP, HTTP.
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WWW.NOVOSOFT-US.COM Cable Test Application

Customer:
Hewlett Packard (Agilent Technology)

Description:
Cable test application (CTA) is a Win32 application shipped
together with WireCTD family of testers to support test data
storage and management.  CTA was developed with Visual
C++ and Novosoft Foundation Layer for C++ in order to
maximize performance and extensibility.  We used Rational
Rose to develop an OO Information Model. This model was
used as a source to generate C++ code.  Such approach
allowed us to flexibly meet changing requirements. CTA
meets the requirements of each of the groups involved in
the selection and ultimate purchase of wire testing
equipment.

Resources involved:
3-5 persons on different stages of project. The project team
included 4 software engineers from Novosoft’s side, one
Novosoft Project manager, 2 engineers from the US side
and one project manager from the US side. The project team
was geographically distributed.

Team skills profile:
C/C++, UML, Ratioanl Rose, MFC.

PM skills:
C/C++, Fortran, HTML, Assembly, Java, JavaScript, PL/1,
Delphi, Prolog, TCL, VB, XML, DB/2, dBASE clones, FoxPro,
Oracle, Access, Paradox, DOS, Windows (95/98/NT), Linux,
SunOS, FreeBSD, OS/2, Ratioanl Rose, Lotus Notes &
Domino, ASP, ActiveX, JSP/Applets/Servlets, COBRA,
ODBC, JDBC, OLE, OpenDoc, LanServer, Windows NT
Server.
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WWW.NOVOSOFT-US.COM Euro Terminal
(E-Travel web application)

Description:
EuroTerminal is a web application that allows customers to
search for and book flights, hotels, cars, tours, etc., to get
dynamic information about providers of such services
including rates, locations, etc. via the Internet. This
application is supported by delivery services. EuroTerminal
is the European Source for Travel Information and the e-
travel solution for passengers and professionals alike.
Reuniting every level of the travel industry on to one cyber
platform, yourterminal.com supplies travel providers (travel
agents, tour operators) with the tools (web based software
modules and hardware drivers) to do business with
passengers on virtual terrain. WAP user interface for
EuroTerminal is currently under testing. The interface will
allow accessing portal services via cellular phone.

Resources involved:
15 developers participated including Project Manager and
Software Architect).

Team skills profile:
IIS, HTML, JavaScript, VBScript, XML, SQL, ORACLE, MS
Access, Allaire ColdFusion Server 4.5, MS SQL Server 7.0,
Windows NT, Linux. Also: Rational Rose 2000, ORACLE
Designer.

PM skills:
C/C++, HTML, JavaScript, SQL, Delphi, PL/SQL, VB,
MSVC&MFC, dBAse clones, Informix, MS SQL, Oracle,
Access, DOS, Windows (95/98/NT), Ratioanl Rose, Lotus
Notes & Domino, ASP, ColdFusion, CGI, ODBC,
WebServers, Windows NT Server, NetWare.
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WWW.NOVOSOFT-US.COM Astragolf
(E-commerce site)

Customer:
Samsung America, Inc.

Description:
Astra Classic™ is the golf professionals’ choice for polos,
knits, pants, and windbreakers. Astra®’s innovative designs
have extraordinarily accomplished to combine both utility
and sophistication. Astra Classic™ was first launched in
Korea in 1986, and has since grossed more than 30 million
dollars in revenue. Due to its extraordinary success, after
two years of market research, the Astra® line was finally
brought to America in 1999. As in Korea, the Astra® name
has come to represent quality, function, and style. Designed
with an “active cut” in mind, it is no wonder Astra® is the
choice of professionals worldwide (for more information,
please visit www.astragolf.com).
ASTRAGOLF.COM is a CyberCash™ supported, mid-size,
e-commerce site with an online catalog. Back-end
capabilities exist for Astra Classic™ Warehouse and
Customer Service sales/return/exchange processing.
Automatic 7x24 operations are based on MS Site Server
Commerce 3.0/ASP/IIS 4.0/MS SQL v.6.5.

Resources involved:
The team consists of 1 Project manager, 2 Senior
Developers, 1 Developer and 1 Web Designer.

Team skills profile:
OS: Windows NT / 2000. Remote setup, administration,
maintenance, security; Web programming: ASP/MSSQL7.0/
COM, Microsoft Site Server 3.0 Commerce Edition; Real-
time processing via various systems: CyberCash, SkipJack.

PM skills:
C/C++, Fortran, HTML, Java, JavaScript, Delphi, PL/SQL,
Prolog, VB, XML, FoxPro, My SQL, Oracle, Access, Paradox,
Sybase, DOS, Windows (95/98/NT), Rational Rose, ASP,
ActiveX, SiteServer, JSP/Applets/Servlets, ODBC, OLE.
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WWW.NOVOSOFT-US.COM Series of Internet Applications
(covered by NDA)

Customer:
A major East Coast portal providing advanced online services

Search Engine

Description:
We have developed a powerful, highly scalable Search
Engine, being distributed across multiple servers, capable
of indexing up to 1.5 billion pages, which uses Distributed
Data Processing technology and providing extremely
relevant search results. Includes ability to let users define
search terms for more accurate results.  Ideal goal is to be
at least as accurate and relevant as Google, with the ultimate
goal to be even better. Main components are: document
manager, crawler, document repository, search engine, and
Web front-end.

Resources involved:
13 people participated in development process including
Project Manager, Analyst, Senior developers, Designers,
Programmers, Test designers, Testers and Quality control
specialists.

Web Mail System
Description:

Web Mail is an entirely web-based application, which allows
working with electronic mail from web browsers. The system
provides a complete set of features, such as Folder
Management, Filtering and Sorting, Address Book,
Scheduled Messaging, Attachment and File Uploading/
Downloading, Calendar, Search, etc.
Designed to be extremely scalable and extendable,
supporting additional applications and handling potentially
millions of users.

Resources involved:
13-26 persons on different stages of project. Team includes
Project Manager, Analyst, Senior developers, Designers,
Programmers, Test designers, Testers and Quality control
specialists.
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WWW.NOVOSOFT-US.COM Banner Management System

Description:
The system provides a framework for carrying out advertising
campaigns via the Internet.  It provides a full set of services
supported in modern banners advertising systems, including
Banner Exchange, Targeting, Accounting, and Statistics.
Capable of handling upwards of billions of impressions,
managing ads for multiple sites, and generating advanced
statistics and reports.

Resources involved:
 The team consists of 16 people.
Team includes Project Manager, Analyst, Senior developers,
Designers, Programmers, Test designers, Testers and
Quality control specialists.

Team skills profile (all three projects are competed by one team):
Java, JavaScript, JDBC, JSDK, JSP, C++, HTML, DHTML,
Rational Rose. Proprietary technologies: Novosoft
Foundation Layers, Novosoft Zebra.

PM skills:
C/C++, Fortran, HTML, Assembly, Java, JavaScript, Delphi,
PL/SQL, Prolog, VB, XML, DB/2, MS SQL, FoxPro, Oracle,
Access, DOS, Windows (95/98/NT), OS/2, Mac OS,
FreeBSD, Linux, SCO Unix, Ratioanl Rose, Lotus Notes &
Domino, ASP, JSP/Applets/Servlets, HPH, CGI, COBRA,
ODBC, JDBC, Windows NT Server.
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WWW.NOVOSOFT-US.COM Cargo Tracking System

Customer:
Freightdata 2000

Description:
The project included the creation of a cargo tracking system
with the inclusion of a web-interface. The system allows
users to track cargo and to modify the status of such cargo
from both the web and from local sites. The cargo tracking
system is an online system with bi-directional data replication
services. It consists of two main parts: a web application
(ASP/MS SQL) and a local application VB/Access/Oracle/
MS SQL working in collaboration with the software of
Freightdata 2000.

Resources involved:
the team consists of 2 Developers, 1 Project manager and
1 Designer.

Team skills profile:
IIS/ASP/MS SQL Server 7.0, VB/Access/Oracle/MS SQL,
Win32.

PM skills:
C/C++, HTML, Assembly, Java, javaScript, OCCAM, Perl,
Delphi, VB, dBAse clones,  MS SQL, Oracle, Access, DOS,
Windows (95/98/NT0, Sun OS, Linux, ER/Win, Lous Notes
& Domino, ASP, ActiveX, CGI, JSP/Applets/Servlets, ODBC,
OLE, Windows NT server.
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WWW.NOVOSOFT-US.COM BUGware network

Customer:
BUGware Network™

Description:
BugTRACK.Net is a server-based issue management
application that allows local and wide-area development
teams to coordinate bug tracking and issue management
without regard to operating system, platform or location.
BugTRACK.Net offers companies of all sizes the following
benefits:
� No software, hardware, or networks to buy, nothing to

install.
� The Bugware Network handles it all. Custom databases

are generated on-the-fly so your team can be up and
running in 15 minutes!

� Management database is secured and redundantly
backed up daily.

� Management database is available anywhere, anytime
from any Internet enabled device.

� The ability to track unlimited projects complete with
varying access privileges and limitations set on a user-
by-user basis.

Resources involved:
Project manager, 2 Developers and Tester were involved in
this project.

Team skills profile:
IIS/ASP/ MS SQL Server 7.0/MS DTC, Win32

PM skills:
C/C++, HTML, Assembly, Java, javaScript, OCCAM, Perl,
Delphi, VB, dBAse clones, MS SQL, Oracle, Access, DOS,
Windows (95/98/NT0, Sun OS, Linux, ER/Win, Lous Notes
& Domino, ASP, ActiveX, CGI, JSP/Applets/Servlets, ODBC,
OLE, Windows NT server.
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WWW.NOVOSOFT-US.COM Global medical insurance
services application

Customer:
@Global, Inc.

Description:
Health care and insurance industries constantly change, so
applications require flexibility and the ability to customize
and to manage workflow. Allegro offers both options and
allows a company to establish its own workflow processes.
It provides tools to track insurance information, claims,
provider and patient information, medical, regulatory and
legal guidelines, and much more.
Allegro is data-centric, letting users see the same data in
various ways and even allows them to enter the same data
using different forms to support numerous industry-
standardized forms and to accommodate differing needs of
various jobs. It uses a three-tier architecture and contains
business logic in its middle tier. The application supports
several different back-end databases and includes the option
to use native Visual FoxPro data. It tracks all data changes
and provides a complete “audit trail” of activity.
Allegro interfaces with several Microsoft Office applications
and uses a number of ActiveX controls, including several,
which Novosoft specifically designed for it. Novosoft also
developed an Internet front-end to facilitate the data entry
of preliminary Claim Notices.
Novosoft also developed another unique module for the
project: a suite of Analytical reports accessible through Web.
This suite allows customers to review and to analyze on the
Internet the services provided by Global, Inc., as well as to
view current statuses of claims statuses, statistics, and so on.

Resources involved:
From 4 to 9 people on different stages of project.  Project
Manager/Product Manager, Business Analysts, Database/Class
Designer, GUI Designer, Report Developer, ASP/VB Developer,
Database Administrator, VFP Developers, and Testers.

Team skills profile:
Visual FoxPro, Visual Basic, Visual Source Safe; Object
Domain, Rational Rose; MS SQL Server, Oracle server; MS
IIS; Crystal Reports.

PM skills:
C/C++, Fortran, HTML, Assembly, Java, SQL, Delphi, Prolog, VB,
XML, DB/2, dBASE clones, FoxPro, MS SQL, Oracle, Access,
Paradox, Sybase, DOS, Windows (95/98/NT), OS/2, FreeBSD,
Linux, ER/Win, Rational Rose, Modeler, Object Domain, Lotus
Notes & Domino, MS Exchange, ASP, ActiveX, ODBC, OLE,
NetWare, LanServer, Cisco routers, Web servers, Windows NT
server, Adobe PhotoShop, TCP/IP, HTTP, FTP, SMTP, POP.
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WWW.NOVOSOFT-US.COM Pro-active recruitment solution

Customer:
FKS, International, Inc.

Description:
PATS is the only solution that was designed and implemented
for Human Resources Department requirements within a
government entity (government, hospital, and school district).
This proven solution has been installed for over 25 months
at the School Board of Manatee County (SBMC) providing
much more than one-way resume scanning and processing.
Unlike other applicant tracking products, PATS is an end-
to-end-hiring solution that has completely re-engineered the
hiring process with robust workflow capabilities. It gives
companies a competitive advantage by quickly qualifying
and moving qualified applicants through the hiring process,
from identifying potential applicants (candidates) to
systematic closure of the job-posting requirement. What’s
more, PATS is enabled by hardware and software that are
most likely part of your company’s existing infrastructure -
providing a return on your original technology investment,
without requiring any additional implementation,
administration or user training costs.

Resources involved:
All 6 team members leaded by Project manager have strong
experience in Lotus application development. All of them
are Certified Lotus Professionals. Our company has status
of Lotus Advanced Business Partner.
Team skills profile: Lotus Notes & Domino R5, AS/400,
Windows NT, Sun Solaris, Lotus script, Java script,
knowledge in administration, modelling applications using
UML.

PM skills:
C++, Fortran, Assembly, PL/1, Delphi, Prolog, VB, Access,
Paradox, DB/2, DOS, Windows (95/98/NT), OS/2, ER/Win,
ratioanl Rose, S-designer, Lotus Notes & Domino, ODBC,
OLE, Lan Server, NetWare, IBM AS/400 Sertified
professional.
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WWW.NOVOSOFT-US.COM Novosoft Servlets

Description:
Novosoft Servlet class library extends Java servlets in many
directions. Using NS Servlets you can simplify the
development of sophisticated servlets. NS Servlets
Technology extends your facilities on complex http response
generation. NS Servlet Concepts allows you to widely reuse
classes developed. NS Servlets Templates Methodology
simplifies a design of http responses. Using NS Servlets
you can concentrate your efforts on the implementation of
the business rules only. Using of NS Servlets essentially
simplifies authorization, sessioning and response
generations.

Resources involved:
From 1 to 3 people on different stages of project. This
includes Project manager, Developer and Architect.

Team skills profile:
JSDK, Java, HTML, Apachi, Tomcat, Resine.

PM skills:
C++, Java, HTML, Java Script, SQL, XML, DB/2, MS SQL,
Sybase, DOS, Windows, OS/2, Linux, Ratioanl Rose, Lotus
Notes&Domino, JSP/Applets/Servlets, ODBC,JDBC,
LanServer, Windows NT server, TCP/IP,  HTTP, FTP, SMTP,
POP.
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WWW.NOVOSOFT-US.COM Novosoft Foundation Layer (FL)

Description:
Foundation Layer (FL) is a technology intended for business
programming in Java. The main its purpose is to simplify
the process of the construction of business applications as
well as to improve the quality and the reliability of the software
constructed. At the first step, we use Rational Rose for
analysis and design of applications. More exactly use case,
class, state and collaboration diagrams are drawn in Rose
in UML (UML is the industry standard notation for Object
oriented analysis/design). Then class diagrams are used
for automatic generation of business objects’ code based
on FL (we use our special code generation technique in
Foundation Layer). An automatically generated code
supports all the life cycle operations for persistent
(business) objects. The FL supports the persistence of
business objects over a database. The mapping to DB2,
Microsoft Access, ORACLE, Microsoft SQL Server is
maintained now. To provide integrity of data FL allows
transactions. The front-end classes of the FL framework
are database independent, but it is no problem to use
database dependents on SQLs to speed up an application
(for example, using mass loading technique).

Resources involved:
From 1 to 4 people on different stages of project. The team
consists of 2 Developers and 1 Project manager and
Architect.

Team skills profile:
OR Mapping, CORBA, Transaction Service, UML, OMG
MOF, Java, Oracle, MS SQL, Sybase.

PM skills:
C/C++, HTML, Assembly, Java, JavaScript, SQL, PL/SQL,
VB, XML, Shell, Oracle, Access, DOS, Windows (95, 98),
OS/2, Free BSD, SCO Unix, Rational Rose, Lotus Notes &
Domino, JSP/Applets/Servlets, CORBA, ODBC, JDBC.
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WWW.NOVOSOFT-US.COM Novosoft Zebra

Description:
Zebra is a technology that facilitates application development
by providing a specialized UML Behavioral Models code
generator for Java and Zebra runtime environment.  Zebra
is mainly useful in web development, as it provides fast web
application development based on Java Servlet or mixed
Java-non-Java technologies. Zebra supports development
of JSP, XML, and WAP user interfaces. Besides, Zebra
provides interfaces to CORBA, SOAP, and JMS middleware
technologies.  

Resources involved:
From 2 to 5 people on different stages of the project. This
includes Project manager, Developers and Testers.

Team skills profile:
UML, OMG MOF, CORBA, Java, JSP, XML, JMS, SOAP,
NS UML.

PM skills:
C/C++, HTML, Java, SQL, PL/SQL, Delphi, MSVC&MFC,
FoxPro, MS SQL, Oracle, Access, Paradox, DOS, Windows
(95, 98, NT), FreeBSD, Linux, Sun OS, SCO Unix, Lotus
Notes&Domino, Rational Rose, ASP, JSP/Applets/Servlets,
ODBC, JDBC, Web servers, Client/Server programming,
GUI design and programming, OOA/OOD.
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